
The Leading Platform for Future-Proof 
Cybersecurity Skills Development

Cybrary for Teams is the leading choice for cybersecurity skills development programs that build mission-ready 

teams. With a future-proof, cybersecurity-focused platform, Cybrary provides timely, expert-curated content. 

Labs based on real-world enterprise scenarios and skills assessments ensure your staff is prepared to succeed 

against evolving threats.

A robust skills development platform designed to scale and grow with your team.

Our Commitment: Developing High-Performance Cybersecurity Teams

Leading-Edge Experiential Tools and Team Management Features

Partnerships with Trusted Industry Leaders

Cybersecurity First

We’re obsessed with 
delivering industry-
leading cybersecurity-
focused content, 
curated by experts

in the field.

Depth and Breadth

Our curriculum covers 
the full spectrum of 
functional cyber-
security topics, with in-
depth content for staff 
at all levels.

Industry Frameworks

Our content maps to 
key industry frame-
works, including NIST/ 
NICE, MITRE ATT&CK, 
CIS Controls, DoD 8570 
/ 8040, and more.

Timeliness & Relevance

We’re committed to 
covering new vulne-
rabilities, exploits, and 
threat actors, so you can 
prepare before they 
impact your organization.

Labs

that simulate 
enterprise scenarios 
for mission-readiness.

Career Paths

that give staff a 
roadmap to success 
and support retention.

Assessments 

that help you 
baseline your team’s 
skills and close gaps.

Goals and 
Assignments 

to tailor team 
curriculum to meet 
key objectives.

Reporting and 
Analytics 

on course engage-
ment for granular 
visibility into team 
progress.

https://twitter.com/cybraryIT
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzWPaANpPISEE_xvJm8lqHA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cybrary/
https://www.facebook.com/cybraryit/


Supporting continuous development throughout the talent lifecycle.

A Comprehensive Cybersecurity Curriculum

Career and Skills 
Development

Certification 
Preparation

In-depth content on all of the key functions in 
a modern, high-performance cybersecurity 
organization: defensive and offensive 
security; engineering and ops; governance, 
risk and compliance; and leadership.

Support for 43 industry certifications 
combining expert-curated on-demand 

online content and live instructor-led 

training, with rigorous practice tests to

ensure exam-readiness.

Timely, relevant content focused on hands-on skills to protect against the latest threats.

Threat-Informed Content for Mission Readiness

Threat Actor Campaigns (TACs)

Common Vulnerabilities and Exploits (CVEs)

Profiles on key adversaries, hacker groups, and their attacks and campaigns to prepare your 

team to know what to look for, assess your risk, and quickly respond to potential threats.

Lab-focused courses that give your team hands-on experience with new vulnerabilities 

and exploits so they can assess your risk and quickly patch your environment.


Cybrary Select

MITRE ATT&CK Training

Courses tailored for intermediate and senior staff covering the full spectrum of specialized skill 

sets for the industry’s most advanced roles, with in-depth tactics, techniques, and procedures.

Courses based on MITRE’s trusted, industry-leading framework on adversary tactics 

and techniques that prioritize and map skills development to observed kill chains.

Visit to learn more.cybrary.it/business 
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